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Coming Full Circle:
Honoring the Rhythms
of Relationships
BY NANCY VANARSDALL
Relationships can be life-giving. Coming Full Circle offers an innovative approach
to creating and sustaining that intention. Metaphorically, the moon, its cycles and
phases, enlightens us and shows the way to creating fulfilling, healthy and respectful
relationships.
The lunar cycle has to do with the relationship of the moon with the sun as seen from
Earth. What the lunar cycle measures is not the changes in the moon itself, but changes
in the solar/lunar relationship.
CFC identifies four life cycles in an ongoing relationship. Concurrently, within each life
cycle we energetically and relationally wax into connection, grow into a creative fullness,
and wane into introspection and evaluation. Using the symbol of the moon gives us a
context which, when recognized, allows for a deeper understanding of the inevitable
rhythm of coming together and moving apart…affirming both the intimacy and
individuation that deepens the relationship.
This is not a linear experience, nor is there a defined frequency of the passage through
the cycles. Within each life cycle, we will cycle through the phases monthly or yearly;
the movement is organic, and will occur throughout the lifetime of the relationship.
The new moon phase (think “dark of the moon”) is a time of considering, birthing or
renewing of the cycle. The waxing moon phase is the time for connecting/ reconnecting.
The energy is increasing into the full moon phase when we celebrate abundance, enjoy
what is being accomplished. But when a conflict/argument erupts, this may be the indication that one, or both, is moving into a waning phase. This is an opportunity for introspection, a time when we may separate (emotionally and/or physically) in order to evaluate our
needs, our growth, to examine the inevitable differences between the two of us. The challenge here is to stay connected with a dotted line. Having been especially introspective, a
feeling of romance or desire for intimacy would no doubt follow suggesting a readiness to
move into the waxing phase. A special date, a celebration (no particular reason required), a
creative project, would suggest being in the full moon phase.
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When we are aware and accepting of those cycles, we experience growth and health in our
relationships and are able to honor the waxing and waning rhythms without fear but with
an open heart. So, Coming Full Circle guides us to recognizing our cycles and flowing with
them rather than misunderstanding or struggling against them. We honor those rhythms.
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Coming Full Circleis an interdisciplinary exploration of the relationships between spirituality and health in several contemporary Coast
Salish and Chinook communities in western Washington from 1805 to 2005. Suzanne Crawford O'Brien examines how these
communities define what it means to be healthy, and how recent tribal community-based health programs have applied this
understanding to their missions and activities. She also explores how contemporary definitions, goals, and activities relating to health
and healing are informed by Coast Salish history and also by indigenous spiritual vie "Come full circle" means return to the same
situation or attitude you originally had. Eg: -You come back to same place for living you did left long ago, -You are doing same work you
did before and changed for something else, -You lost wealth or position and come back to humble beginning again, -You got wealth or
position and reclaimed former status ...etc.Â I believe coming full circle in life is completely situational because for the general
â€œlifeâ€ umbrella itâ€™s impossible overall. Situationally any event where the ending is the same as the beginning with the individual
on the opposite side. Go from being a baby to raising a baby. As the title states, she comes full circle, back to God and His goodness,
and her words are full of gratitude for His mercy and grace. What a testimony to the providence of God and that all things work together
for good for them who love the Lord." Marlene McCurley, Editor. Full Circle: Coming Home to the Faithfulness of God. 27 June 2017 Â·.
So moved by Carol's words of encouragement today at The AWSA Golden Scroll Awards! Get the dang Full Circle posts via email!
Subscribe here! Enter your email addressÂ Please come and help NAME OF PEER ASSISTEE think about her next steps with the
CHALLENGE PERSON HAS. ADD The personâ€™s challenging question here.Â Some of the foundational qualitative content came
straight from her previous slides, and other parts were left open to build on the participantsâ€™ knowledge, perceptions, questions and
experience. A number of Liberating Structures lend themselves seamlessly to teaching qualitative research techniques, so participants
had the chance to experience some structures and think about how to use them in their field research work. come full circle. Fig. to
return to the original position or state of affairs. The family sold the house generations ago, but things have come full circle and one of
their descendants lives there now. See also: circle, come, full. McGraw-Hill Dictionary of American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs.Â
COMMON If something has come full circle or has turned full circle, it is now exactly the same as it used to be, although there has been
a long period of changes. Looking at the current product, I am tempted to say the design has come full circle. Her life had now turned full
circle and she was back where she started, alone and miserable. Note: People also say the wheel has come full circle or the wheel has
turned full circle. The wheel has turned full circle and we are back where we began.

